Quantifying greenscapes: spatiotemporal patterns of phenology shape green wave surfing in migratory mule deer
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Testing the green wave hypothesis: mule deer
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Mule deer surf the green wave... but there is variability
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The greenscape hypothesis

- **Duration** of green-up
- **Order** of green up
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Results: the greenscape hypothesis
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• Green wave surfing is key to the foraging benefit of migration

• The migration route provides critical habitat; timing is key

• The greenscape determines the habitat quality of a route
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Drought = Shorter duration of green-up

$p = 0.0087$
$r^2 = 0.45$
Drought =

- Shorter duration of green-up
- Non-consecutive green-up

\[ p = 0.023 \]
\[ r^2 = 0.36 \]